TECHNICAL

PLAFONNIER
AND WALL PANEL

ÉTOILE, CRYSTAL, NATURE HARMONIEUSE
THE CEILING LIGHTS AND WALL PANELS ARE FINISHED, READY TO INSTALL
(FOR LARGE AREAS PLEASE REFER TO «CEILING OR WALL» TECHNICAL SHEET)
✶ Award-winning LEDs of high quality: miniaturized, entirely transparent, sophisticated lighting effects thanks to optical lenses.
✶ With small warm white or pure white LEDs. Adding other models of LEDs is also possible.
✶ LEDs placing is simple because you can pin them anywhere in the conducting plates.
✶ You can add our other materials: Cristaux, Nucléoles, Hoyas, Nénuphars (Nature Harmonieuse).
✶ The Aluminum frame is carefully finished: matte black, matte silver (brushed sides) or bright silver (brushed sides). Other finishing on demand.
✶ Coating: washable, with a cotton basis, M1, fire resistant, holes by pin-pricks from the LEDs are discreet, matte black or matte white.
✶ Standard electrical connection to a cable in the ceiling (230V or 110V). Invisible power supply is integrated.
✶ Plafonnier: flush mounted fitting thanks to screws which are hidden in the back. Ultra-light. It is also possible to hang by cables (optional) to
hhcreate a more intimate space or improve the acoustics.
✶ Wall panel: fixation on the wall, like a painting.
✶ Made to measure

PLAFONNIER AND WALL PANEL, WITH A FRAME
IP44

100-250V~/5V or 12V= Maxi
20-100W

IP40

Dimming (option) : 100kΩ, 0-10V, PWM 10V

, CB, UL, cUL

Aluminum frame, conductive composite plate, covering
Made to measure (the following table shows examples only).
Size
(cm)

Number of
Etoiles LEDs
supplied

Power
of Etoiles LEDs

50 cm
Maximal power
of the power supply

Weight

Squares

25 lx
Plafonnier

62 x 62 x 5

50

6w

20W

3kg

82 x 82 x 5

50

6w

20W

4kg

122 x 122 x 5

100

12w

20W

7kg

244 x 244 x 5 (in two parts)

400

36w

40W

25kg

122 x 52 x 5

50

6w

20W

4kg

162 x 62 x 5

100

12w

20W

5kg

202 x 122 x 5

150

18w

20W

10kg

252 x 122 x 5

200

24w

20W

12kg

Rectangles

We recommend using a matte black coating with a matte black frame or matte white coating with matte silver frame.
But any other combination is possible, including the use of a bright silver frame.

Starlit plafonnier 244x252cm, warm white LEDs
Spa du Strato *****, Courchevel, France

Wall panel Nature Harmonieuse,
252x122cm

or

Wall panel

Crystal plafonnier, 202x122cm,
Crystal drop 38x18mm, pure white LEDs
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TECHNICAL

PLAFONNIER AND WALL PANEL, WITH BACKLIGHTING
Indirect lighting above the plafonnier creates creates a halo of indirect light on the top of your ceiling, in
addition to a starlit effect. Made to measure (the following table shows some examples only).
Size
(cm)

Number
of Etoiles supplied

Power of Etoiles provided
and of the backlighting

Maximum power
output from transformer

82 x 82 x 9

50

5w
Backlighting : 13w

20W

8kg

122 x 122 x 9

100

5w
Backlighting : 20w

20W

13kg

202 x 122 x 9

150

5w
Backlighting : 28w

20W

20kg

244 x 244 x 9
(in two parts)

400

5w
Backlighting : 50w

40W

50kg

weight

50 cm
25 lx
Plafonnier or wall panel with backlighting

PLAFONNIER AND WALL PANEL, WITHOUT FRAME
We also make frameless plafonniers and wall panels using LEDs with cable (not pinned into the plates as shown on the image above). We use metal
among other materials. It is possible to create a backlighting. We also manufacture with a thin frame (2 mm) and conductive composite plates.

Starlit ceiling, 120x120 cm, 2mm brass, frame, Palais Royal, Paris

TO INCREASE THE OVERALL LIGHTING
Lighting power of our LEDs is reduced so that they can be looked at without creating a harsh glare. In order to increase the overall lighting you can add
our Planètes, spotlights, wall lights, table lamps, floor lamps.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

Etoiles-LEDs characteristics: please refer to « Ceiling and wall » technical sheet
Crystal-LEDs characteristics: please refer to « Ceiling and wall » technical sheet
Nature Harmonieuse (Nénuphars, Nucléoles, Hoyas, Barcarolles, Anémones, etc.) : please refer to « Nature Harmonieuse » technical sheet
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Crystal Wall Panel, 202x122cm.
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